Multilateralism Index Pillars

Peace & Security

Human Rights & Humanitarian Action

Sustainable Development

International Trade

Global Public Health

Climate Action
**Breadth**

- Country membership or participation in multilateral institutions that address the domain and accession to (or withdrawal from) key instruments of multilateralism
- Multilateral ties, both formal and informal, that countries have to other countries and regions
Depth

- Quality of participation in key multilateral regimes and institutions (such as compliance with reporting requirements of international treaties and regimes)
- Participation in significant multilateral actions, such as peacekeeping missions and international sanctions regimes
- Compliance with international sanctions regimes, arms control treaties, etc.
- Financial commitment (measured in terms of state contributions to key institutions, as a percentage of GDP)
Inclusivity

- Participation by non-state actors in available multilateral efforts or institutions, including processes accepting non-state actors as signatories alongside states and private funding (e.g., philanthropic and corporate) to key multilateral efforts in the domain, as a percentage of GDP.
Breadth + Depth + Inclusivity = Subdomain Score
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